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IMPORTANT RECOMMENDATIONS 

-  Not suitable for children under 6. 

-  Before sleep, sit or climb on the bedUp®  its imperative to set legs, use of bedUp®  without the legs 
present a risk to the safety of users and can damage the mechanism. The guarantee does not apply if the 
bedUp®  is used without legs.

- The Cocoon model, 2 bands, woven PVC fiber, are therefore extremely resistant to traction. However, be 
careful not to tearing stripes to the place where they fit in the bed. Among others, no kicking, do not pass 
between the bands (for chidren) and pay attention to the handling of the mattress so it does not ram. All 
torn strips must be replace quickly.

        BALANCING

Before first use: balance the bed. Indeed, adding sheets, duvets, pillows, slightly modifies the weight to 
restore balance. 

You will then have to take away some of the bars of metal on the set and line them up in the set by, 
disposing them near of its edges.

        SECURITY IN LOW POSITION

BedUp®  Cocoon / Vision is equiped with an automatic security system in the down position which prevents 
its going up to the ceiling. In case of blockage of the bed to the floor, you must unlock security, make sure 
that the bed touch the stops, (if needed to place well at the bottom by pressing it) and pull the ring located 
behind the wall structure. Hold the ring, pull then level up the bed ten centimeter before releasing it.

BedUp®  Campus actively locked by the thrust hinges on low and high stops.

thank you for your trust and is happy to count you among its clients.

So that this product give you satisfaction for many years, its important  to follow certain precautions for use.



        TISSUE TENSION

BedUp®  Cocoon: the strips of fabric are elastic and extend almost instantly when they are being supported. 
However, they continue to lie down very slightly in the 3 to 4 weeks after installation. To compensate for this, 
our assemblers overstretch slightly the tissue, with explains the legs do not touch the ground entirely. Do 
not worry, after about 1 month, tissues reach maximum elongation, and therefore the legs touch the ground.

        LIMIT LOADS

The maximum weight allowed for bedding (mattress + bed spring) is 80 kg. The maximum weight of people 
when bedUp is laying on his legs is 250 kg, bedding included.

        MAINTENANCE

The bedUp®  does not need any special maintenance. However, the moving has a fairly substantial systeme. 
and we strongly recommend that after a few years, of opening the panels of the wall structure to visually 
check the condition of cable, pulleys and tissue to ensure that no defects are present.

ASS / GUARANTEE

The 2 years warranty covers related dysfenctions normal use of your bedUp® . In case of problems, contact 
us by email at sav@bedup.fr.



MAINTENANCE CONTRACT AND CONTROL VISIT 

At the expiry of the warranty, you have the opportunity to :

-  take out a maintenance contract entitling an annual control visit and has some advantages or order a 
one-time check-up (request to send on sav@bedup.fr). 
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is a creation of the company DECADRAGES

1-13, Avenue Laennec 93380 Pierrefitte sur Seine

the clientel service by email 

sav@bedup.fr

DISASSEMBLY / REASSEMBLY 

You move or want to sell your bedUp®  ? We ensure the dismantling and reassembly services.

A discount will be granted during a disassembly / reassembly for the same customer.

We also have a recovery service for your old bedUp®  (which has however not intended to replace the sales 
sites of opportunity online).


